Summit County Service Area #3
Public Meeting and Public Hearing
January 18, 2022, 5:30 P.M.
ELECTRONIC MEETING *** Please silence all electronic devices ***
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. 52-4-207(4), the Chair of the Board of Trustees has determined that this meeting will be held electronically without an
anchor location given the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which the Chair has determined to present a substantial risk to the health and safety of
those who may be present at an anchor location. To participate in the meeting, and to make public comments where indicated in the agenda, please
use the following webinar instructions:

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83967347060?pwd=MEk3QnF2bG9pVHFCaCtmZGExVWQzQT09
Meeting ID: 839 6734 7060
Passcode: 119930
One tap mobile: +13462487799,,83967347060#,,,,*119930# US (Houston)
+16699006833,,83967347060#,,,,*119930# US (San Jose)
Dial in options: +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston); +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose); +1 253 215 8782 (Tacoma)
Find your local number: https://us06web.zoom.us/u/kuGoFQ5xG
Topic

Time

Presenter(s)

1.

5:30 pm

Chair

Welcome and call meeting to order (motion/voting):
a. Roll call
b.

Review board meeting minutes of November 16, 2021* and December 7, 2021*

c.

Interviews for upper candidate

d.

Election of board officers

2.

Public Comment – comments limited to three minutes each

6:00 pm

Public

3.

Administrative & Financial (motion/voting):

6:15 pm

General
Manager and
Legal Council

7:00 pm

Road Manager

7:30 pm

Road Manager
and General
Manager

4.

a.

Office Manager

b.

Board training requirements and certificates*

c.

Dashboard review*

d.

Review and approval of expenditures*

e.

Quarterly newsletter*

Road and Trail (motion/voting):
a. Pothole update
b.

5.

Proposed Capital Improvement Projects

Water (motion/voting):
a.

Well meter status*

b.

Greenfield arsenic building

6.

Closed session to discuss the character, professional competence, or physical or
mental health of an individual, pending or reasonably imminent litigation, and/or
the sale or purchase of real property pursuant to Utah Code §§ 52-4-204 through
205.

7:45 pm

Chair

7.

Adjournment

8:30 pm

Chair

* Documents provided| Minutes, agenda and policies available at: http://summitcounty.org/923/Documents
**Any motion/voting will take place in open meeting after closed session
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Summit County Service Area #3
NOVEMBER 16, 2021
UNAPPROVED MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
629 E. Parkway Drive, Suite 1,
Park City UT 84098
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Vince Pao-Borjigin, Chair
Suzanne Carpenter, Vice Chair
BOARD Present:
Absent:
STAFF:
CONTRACTOR:
PUBLIC:
ELECTRONIC:
1.

Scott Sharp, Treasurer
Paul Kraus, Clerk

Henry Adams
Larry Elbert

Vince Pao-Borjigin; Scott Sharp; Paul Kraus; Larry Elbert; Suzanne Carpenter; Henry Adams
John O’Brien (General Manager); Eileen Haynes (Assistant Clerk).
Chris Bullock (Roads Master/Water Operator); Nathan Bracken (Legal); Gary Horton (Engineer).
Suzanne Carpenter; Gary Horton.

Welcome and call meeting to order (motion/voting) at 5:37pm:
a.

Roll call: completed

b.

Review board meeting minutes of September 20, 2021:

Scott motioned to approved the minutes as presented which was seconded by Henry and approved unanimously.
2.

Public Comment: no public present.

3.

Administrative & Financial (motion/voting):
a.

Certify election results: John stated for the upper precinct 156 ballots counted with 61 for Benjamin Arnold and
95 for Suzanne Carpenter. For the lower precinct there were 197 ballots counted with 60 for Henry Adams and
47 for Paul Kraus, 44 for Ryan Stouffer and 24 for Stephen Wilson. 18 invalid ballots were cast. The winner of the
upper precinct is Suzanne Carpenter and the winners for the lower precinct are Henry Adams and Paul Kraus.

Scott motioned to accept the 2021 election results which was seconded by Paul and approval was unanimous.
b.

Board training requirements and certificates: Vince stated Michael Howard has, in the past, come in and given
training to the board. John stated few are approaching the 90-day window.
Nathan stated Henry, Paul and Suzanne will need need to take the Special District Board Member Training again
because it is required once per term. Vince asked if Michael Howard can do this training as well. Nathan replied,
yes. The code is fairly flexible in terms of what it recognizes as a certified trainer. If you take one of their on-line
courses or take something through the UASD that the auditors have put together, they will recognize it. If Nathan
did the open and public meetings act training, they take issue with that. He recommended, even though there is
flexibility in the code, to take the on-line training. The type of training that Michael would do would be a little
different. It would suffice but the auditor has specific things he wants to see in the training that aren’t
necessarily required in the code, but they are things that the Auditor’s Office sees as common problems and
that’s why they are picky about it. He recommended Michael give the board a Summit County training to
supplement. It would become an issue if you got audited.

c.

Dashboard review: John invited comment. He stated the 30-60-90 past due account summary is not part of this.
Vince suggested we review the aging report quarterly. John stated three accounts have balances over $1k. One
of them was given a water shut-off notice that goes into effect November 30th. The other two are working on
paying. If the shut-off customer pays their bill before November 30th, their water will not be shut-off. The issue is
when John and Chris went to the property, the elderly person who was living there has passed away, so they
talked to a caretaker who stated they had no idea what the plans for the house are. The brother receives the
water bill, but it hasn’t been paid in over one year and two certified letters have been returned. A daughter, with
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whom John spoke with in July, said she would pay the bill the next day and still has not paid. Chris stated we have
served this property water shut-off notices in the past.
Vince stated he recommended to John that they put a late fee in our water policy to get people to pay monthly
and not quarterly. John replied it is in our policy, we just need to implement it. Vince replied he wouldn’t charge
a late fee on 30 or 60 day but on accounts 120-day plus.
Nathan asked what does the fee schedule say? We have to follow that. We have to have a public hearing if we
are amending the fee schedule. Someone could argue we are not changing the amount, we are changing when it
goes into effect, but it would be safer to have a hearing on it.
Vince stated, starting next year let’s implement that late fee. Nathan stated right now the 2.5% per billing cycle
late fee should kick in whenever the account is late. We would have to amend it to kick in 30-60-90 or whatever
days out. Vince stated let’s start implementing it January 1st.
d.

Review and approval of expenditures: John asked if there were any questions. He is seeking board approval on
the ASI (Asphalt Systems Inc) invoice. This company sprayed oil on the roto mill.

Scott motioned to pay the ASI invoice in the amount of $22,647.24 which was seconded by Vince and approval was
unanimous.
Vince asked what software are we buying from Australia. Eileen replied NCH is transcription software. Vince
asked why do we need transcription software. Eileen replied she didn’t know it is from Australia. It is
professional level transcription that allows quicker transcription and faster manipulation of the recording. It is a
one-time charge of $30 for 3 years of service. Vince requested staff to look into this.
e.

Quarterly newsletter: John stated the last newsletter went out in October and the next one is scheduled to be
published in January. John asked if the board has any content to add or if there is content they want deleted.

f.

2022 proposed board meeting dates: John noted he is proposing to eliminate the July meeting and asked for
comments. Vince recommended the tentative budget be proposed in October for approval in November which
Nathan supported. Scott reminded staff they have to update the website from meetings on Mondays to meetings
on Tuesdays. Nathan stated in January staff will update the public notice website with board members and
meeting notice information. Vince added it also gives staff Monday and Tuesday to prepare for a meeting. John
asked if there is an issue having a meeting the day after a holiday. Vince did not think so.

Henry motioned to approve the proposed 2022 board meeting dates and that the tentative budget be proposed in October
which was seconded by Scott and was approved unanimously.
g.

Tentative 2022 budget proposal and 2021 proposed amendments: Nathan stated what we are doing today is you
are saying we are comfortable taking the proposed the amendment and the future budget to the public for
comment at a public hearing in December. We are not adopting this yet. We are saying we are ready to take a
draft to to the public to get their comments. You can make changes on it today or you can propose it and make
changes on it after the public hearing in December. We need to set the public hearing date which can be held in
conjunction with your normal December board meeting on December 7th. We will need to post a notice on your
website and on the public notice website.
Scott led a presentation and discussion of proposed and amended budgets ensued. We have reviewed the
numbers with Chris and John. Vince stated he and John discussed having an outside accounting firm assist on a
monthly or quarterly basis. John stated the auditor sent a suggestion today.
Vince asked what is “professional services”. Chris replied, Gary is under Engineering and his fees were mistakenly
applied to water whereas he is only roads. Chris estimated $7k-$8k for 2021. John stated professional services
are bookkeeping. Vince requested under Professional Fees, note it is for “accounting”.
Scott stated we are doing “retirement benefits” which is new this year and we should budget for that. There are
quite a few things that are split evenly, or we mark that they are divided between roads, general and water. John
replied all that should be split 50-50.
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Nathan stated the board has to approve a budget today. It doesn’t have to be perfect because you can make
changes in December. Budget creation is always a guessing game. As long as you are in the ballpark you are fine.
What really matters is the amended budget because that is the actual.
Chris stated typical it is $180k for roads projects and maintenance together. Most of the $100k is intended by
traffic calming which Gary will talk about later. The board has been given some options in the board packet to
prioritize so we can get them out to bid now.
Vince stated, in 2022 he would like to refine our chart of accounts so it’s more user friendly to all of us. For
example, under Road Maintenance, he would like to see a breakdown of what constitutes road maintenance so
we can start collecting data on what we spend annually on potholes or what is general maintenance so we can
have a little more specificity. Chris replied, we are already doing that in the water.
Vince stated we have budgeted money for trails but not executed the work so that money should carry over and
the work should be done because of those approvals.
Scott added snow removal is kept the same: $110k per year is our five-year rolling average. Chris corrected him,
10-year rolling average.
Chris stated water is an enterprise fund not reliant on public tax revenue, so we operate slightly differently.
Scott stated columns 82-91, he proposes $92k if we are going to do the arsenic treatment plant in 2022. Vince
suggested the money be counted under capital improvement.
Scott stated we kept the standby fees the same.
Vince asked, what is other operating income? Chris replied, when he sells construction water, wholesale water.
Scott stated we budgeted $235k for water service fees in previous years. We are proposing $260k. Chris replied
the water services fee, if there is no overages, we are collecting about $17k every month just from the water
system on those 200+ residential connections excluding commercial. The standby fees are a base number too
because we have a specific amount of lots.
Vince asked, can we expand water service fees. He would like to see that broken down by water service, the flat
rate and usage which is overages because that will allow us to plan how much of our income is actually from
usage as opposed to delivery. We have a monthly service fee and he would rather see overages as usage.
John replied, we have 206 residential connections. Suzanne left the meeting. Scott asked if Xpressbillpay was
tied into Pelorus so we can break out this stuff. How does the billing happen? Vince replied Pelorus breaks it out
for Xpressbillpay. Chris replied, that is a good suggestion because we know from the past the water system lives
on overages. That is the only reason we are in the black. If we can evaluate it, then we can see where we need to
move and adjust because we shouldn’t bank on overages.
Henry asked, assuming we have an historical base rate, can’t we just infer that at any given time. Vince replied,
we can but he would rather staff not have to do the math every single time if it is already broken out. He would
like to see the service fee broken out by residential, commercial and ADU. Then we will be able to chart it and
see where we are going. We know next year we are going to have to look at our water rates again. It would be
good to have a full calendar year of usage-overages to see where we should be because someday we want to
start to conserving.
Scott stated Chris helped us get income pretty set. Chris stated we had to replace the pump in the District Well
and that is why you see a spike from $4k to $15k. By keeping that cushion, it helps us to budget.
Vince requested to change Chris’ budget designation from Water Operator to Water Manager. Vince stated
payroll needs to be increased.
Vince stated depreciation shouldn’t change that much. Under depreciation expense, line 118, in column K, what
number is in there? Chris suggested $65k, it puts us in the red. We are in the negative but if we do what Michael
Howards says and add $65k back, you are in the positive $19k. That is not what you are putting into the savings.
You are putting in $19k. Vince replied, that is almost fictitious dollars. Essentially what you are doing is you are
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saying, with depreciation, in 10-years from now we need to replace this so every year we are going to depreciate
our current asset over 10-years so that those dollars sync up to replace then you start again.
Chris asked, what is the real number we are putting into savings? Isn’t it $19k? Vince replied, no. It should be
whatever that depreciation expense number is. If it’s $65k, it should be $65k. Chris stated in PTIF Account 5946,
where our capital should be, our capital savings should be up $65k. Vince replied, correct. Depreciation always
confuses everybody. It’s an expense but it’s not a real-dollar expense but it should be.
Vince asked, what will next year’s expenses be compared to income. Scott replied, Michael Howard said we
didn’t balance out and we didn’t do the transfer we should have. Vince replied we already knew we were
running at a deficit with depreciation. From a cashflow standpoint, we weren’t.
Chris stated for 2020 we are in the ‘red’ $47,950 column D. Once you put that in 2022, it’s almost identical even
though you take it out we are in the black $19k. Vince agreed.
Vince is hopeful come January we will have an accounting firm to make it simple for staff. Once we have
someone in the office full-time who can help manage some of this side of it, that accounting firm and their
bookkeeping services, on a quarterly basis, can come in clean things up. The other thing is, they will be able to
set up spreadsheet like this that will be more easily understood and to update. We should be looking at a
balance sheet and a P and L. That’s what we should be looking at on a quarterly basis.
Vince stated we do not present this spreadsheet to the public. It is essentially our proposed budget for 2022 and
how it compares to 2021. You can list the chart of accounts, but you don’t go into all the other details. Here’s
2021’s budget and here is 2022’s budget. Vince stated we should give Angie a hard date by which to get the
numbers updated.
John asked are we showing the public, is it the 2021 budget or the 2021 year-to-date. Vince replied what we are
doing for the public is any budget amendment so if we go over in one area and under in another, we have to
amend that. They are two separate hearings for 2021 and 2022.
Scott motioned to approve this 2021 amended budget and the proposed 2022 budget at the December board meeting with
a seven-day public notice which was seconded by Paul and approved unanimously.
Vince proposed, in the fall John tells the board he is starting to work on next year’s proposed budget and is there
anything in particular to increase or decrease. In October, John is going to present to the board the budget he
wants to run the Service Area which the board will review and ask questions. The board of trustees should be
taking the general manager’s recommendations and approving or disapproving.
h.

Red Hawk HOA: John stated he is going to meet with Red Hawk representatives. They want to adjust the cost
they pay for using Silver Creek Rd. They didn’t say how much. Chris stated he found a 2018 email from Marla
referring to a Memorandum of Understanding between Red Hawk and the Service Area. He doesn’t know if that
ever occurred. Nathan replied, that never got beyond the proposal state. He was never authorized to draft
anything. He had suggested to Red Hawk that they draft something.
Vince asked do we have documentation of our original agreement. John replied he hasn’t found anything on his
computer. Chris stated the current agreement is for Red Hawk to pay the Service Area $6,600 per the online Red
Hawk Association budget line item for Silver Creek Rd. They charge each of 23 users $300 per year.
Vince replied that is a great exhibit because even by their own paperwork they identify the fee for “roads”. We
let them put their garbage cans in the Civic Center just to be kind and for their convenience. The road fee, as
clearly spelled out in their financials, is for roads. Our response should be “your garbage is your HOA’s issue. It’s
not the Service Area’s issue. Out of convenience, we let you do it, but now that area is getting redeveloped. It
was an eyesore. You aren’t maintaining it. That’s why it was removed. We will revisit this road next year because
it hasn’t been increased since 2008.”
John stated he will be meeting with Alison who is the Red Hawk General Manager. Vince stated John should tell
her that their garbage situation is not our problem.
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Chris stated the old garbage service would go all the way to top of Red Hawk. The County changed service
providers who would only service half-way. It used to only be in the winter at the mail house and then it stayed
year-round.
Eileen asked how long have they been paying road charges. Chris replied his records indicate since 1998. In 1998
it was only $4k. Eileen asked what year did the dumpsters come to the Civic Center.
John stated he will meet with Chris to review the Red Hawk road service fees. Chris replied he doesn’t know how
the amount came about because it is before his time.
Vince stated he guesses there was an agreement between the Red Hawk developer because there was no public
road up there. They were going to use ours. They were utilizing the roads, but no property taxes were coming in
from them to pay for this. That it is his best guess.
Nathan stated their garbage problems aren’t our responsibility and their impacts to your roads are the same one
way or the other. The problems with the garbage collection was due to Republic not wanting to continue to
provide the right type of vehicle to collect the garbage. Vince agreed.
Vince suggested John recount the history to the Red Hawk general manager because she may not know but we
can’t be responsible with public dollars to help with another HOA’s garbage issues. Then request to meet with
their HOA President to discuss an update of the road service fee because it hasn’t been updated in 13 years.
Henry asked is all of the this just a mutual agreement and doesn’t carry any legal weight. Nathan replied, we
don’t know as this is before all of our time. Vince replied, legally they have been paying it for twenty-something
years so there is precedence. Vince added the cost of everything has gone up, we are doing more maintenance
and the fact that every resident there is already paying $300, they can pay $400.
John asked how much more traffic is coming from Red Hawk now compared to the start of the agreement in
2008. Vince replied, start the initial conversation and see what happens.
i.

Vacancy resolution 2021-07: Nathan stated we have to post a notice of when we will meet to make a selection.
Vince replied he suggested to John we have the interviews in January 2022. Technically we have 90-days to
appoint someone. Otherwise, the County can appoint someone. They have never done that. John added
January 7th would be 90-days. Nathan continued, he doesn’t think it matters. Vince stated the County
understands our position and the lack of interest. Nathan replied we can do it in January. We just need to revise
the dates in the notice and the resolution. He suggested the Service Area post it now and then post it again two
weeks before. John stated, Halley’s position ends Dec 2023. We have a person very interested in this position.

Scott motioned to declare a board vacancy for Hally Hanssen’s board position and hold interviews to fill her seat and make
an appointment on January 18, 2022 which was seconded by Henry and approved unanimously.
Scott asked do we have legal reasons we can or cannot choose people. Nathan replied you have a fair amount of
discretion. Typically, you post a job description and people apply based on that and you have objective criteria
used to select them. They need to be a registered voter in the Service Area in the upper lots as of the date that
they apply. Aside from that, it is basically a job interview. Nathan recommended the board keep using the
objective criteria and use the same process you have used before. He thinks it has worked out really well.
Scott asked about a public or private discussion to choose the candidate. Nathan replied it has to be in open
session. That is the main exception. You can go into closed session to talk about professional competence or
character or physical or mental health of anybody except for when you are interviewing for a replacement. Those
are deliberations you have to do in the open. We have asked the candidate to step out. They can refuse.
4.

Road and Trail (motion/voting):
a.

Pothole update: not discussed.

b.

Proposed Capital Improvement Projects: Gary stated he provided improvement options with a focus on three
different areas. The first one is a request for additional enhanced pedestrian crosswalks or safety measures, trail
amenities with spending around $100k-$125k depending on what is included.
Gary directed the board to look at page two, it gives you the areas. He and Chris reviewed the Service Area
locations for these enhanced pedestrian crossings. One, signs that also have a push-button element so when you
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push the button it gives a flashing yellow sign. It is similar to one on Landmark Dr by Whole Foods. The signs
would be placed both directions alerting vehicles to wait for pedestrians. We would try to allow for a second
button high enough so horseback riders could push the button if they needed to cross given the nature of the
area. It is not a common thing, but he thinks it could be done.
Gary continued, another part of this crossing would be a raised hump. If we wanted, we could texture the
concrete. It would be a concrete raised hump similar to other areas around the Snyderville Basin. The other part
is a striped crosswalk. He anticipates the cost for each one to be $10k-$12.5k. That would be a full enhanced
pedestrian crosswalk. You can just do the signs. You could just do the raised crosswalk. You could just stripe it
similar what’s near Wasatch Way and Silver Creek Rd. You don’t have to do all that at every one of the crossings.
The second part of that is you look at the map. A lot of these are trying to connect or provide improved crossings
where there are trails that cross the roads. That would be Westwood Rd and Redden Rd. There are trails on both
sides. We are trying to help pedestrians, bicyclists and horseback riders to be able to cross safely. Similar over on
Whileaway Rd and Wasatch Ln. Similar at Whileaway Rd and Echo Ln. There are four more crossings along Silver
Creek Rd. You could also call them traffic calming devices. Obviously, if you raise it, you will have a better
influence upon traffic speeds. These are strategically located where cars would naturally, probably go a little bit
faster than is desirable above the speed limit at the base of hills or as you approach a steep hill. They also
intended to be at road crossings. They could serve a dual purpose. Once activated, it would have a sure effect
on slowing vehicles. If it excludes the raised hump he is unsure we would effectively slow vehicles down when
not activated.
We don’t have to do them at all the locations. We could try them in a few locations. It is a map of suggested
locations based on trails, roadway connections, trails and somewhat of a traffic calming device. That’s the range
of $100k-$125k.
Gary continued, the next area are the roadway improvements. Paul asked is it possible for the signs to be run
over or the snow removal folks could blast them with snow. Does it make sense to put in push button crossings?
It sounds like a fantastic idea. Knowing what it takes at the crosswalk at Parkway and Silver Creek – he doesn’t
know how many solar panels he has collected from there, does it really make financial sense to try to make those
non-durable signs that high-tech given they will be blasted by springtime.
Gary replied from a snowplowing operation, they are placed in other places in the Snyderville Basin. Landmark
Dr gets snowplowed. Those signs have made it through a few winters. Part of it is the quality of construction so
when they are put in the bases have to be set in concrete. He recommended they be set back further away from
the road. That is part of the reason that he picked the locations that he did was to try to find locations where
they are not set right next to the road. They are going to be ten-feet back or so. He is unsure if we are maintain
the trails in the winter. At least they haven’t been historically to date. He anticipates they will be covered in the
winter. You are right, over time solar panels will eventually fall off. They will need to be replaced. Any
infrastructure has a chance we are going to lose it over time be it road, trails, pass, signs, striping – you name it.
They all have a lifespan. Whether or not that is the way to spend the money, he defers to the board because you
are the one that hears about the speeding and safer crossings. You are dealing with the issue every other
governmental agency deals with is how much money do we spend on this versus making the roads better.
Vince asked if Gary has any other speed calming recommendations. Gary replied a few more driver feedback
signs. Newer signs have better technology than the ones we put in 5-7 years ago. They cost $3k-$3.5 each. If
you don’t like these suggestions, he suggests installing drive feedback signs close to the same locations. One at
bottom when you come down Tollgate Rd, Oakridge S area which is a high-speed area, near the guardrail. The
challenge there is the side slopes fall off quite a bit so where you would like to place it, it will be right next to the
road which may affect their longevity due to snowplow operations. He suggests putting it where it gets a little
flatter near the pumphouse. These would be his recommendations for traffic calming using signage.
The other one would be speed humps, similar to a raised crosswalk along Silver Creek Rd. If you want the speed
humps, you don’t necessarily need the signs and it doesn’t need to be stamped. We could just have the raised
humps with signage on both sides, but he said those are close to the same range by the time you put a sign on
both sides and the concrete the cost would be $9k-$10k per crossing.
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Vince stated one of the things he likes about the raised stamped crosswalk/hump, is that many of the board are
familiar with those all-around town. To Paul’s point, do we necessarily need to install these really expensive signs
when people are used to seeing those. His experience in Trailside, most people were slowing down. The less
than 1% that have excessive speed, not matter what we do, they are going to continue to speed. We do need to
do something.
Chris stated, if we move forward with this, he would like the board’s input because he and Gary worked to come
up with these nine positions. They may not be the same positions that everyone thinks but there is going to be a
couple he would prioritize such as Silver Creek Rd and Wasatch Way is a given. We probably need the same at
Westwood Rd and Redden Rd, highly used trail area for both bikers and equestrians going up to the park. There
are a couple of high priority ones he would like.
Vince asked, are you familiar with the flexible, 4”-6” wide, four-foot tall, fluorescent yellow, that type of
pedestrian walker on it that flexes like crazy all over the place. What are the requirements for where those are
placed? Gary replied, typically those are located wherever you have a marked pedestrian crossing at streets.
Generally, you put them in the middle as well. The benefit of those is you can put them on medians and it helps
with pedestrian safety in the middle of the road as well as on the sides. There visibility is okay in the middle of
the roads but not as visible on the sides of the road. Typically, there is a required height on the side of the road.
Vince suggested that might be a good combination to have both the raised stamp and the flexible product
because he imagines it is quite a bit less expensive. They will take a little bit of abuse. People are going to pay
attention more to the sign in the middle of the road as opposed to the side of the road.
Gary replied they probably will not last if just stuck them on the asphalt in the center of our road. We would have
to install a raised median or they won’t last that long in a two-lane roadway. He will show an application of what
Vince is referring to and why they are added in the center of the road. He will look into it more.
Chris asked Gary are we able to put in an 8” bollard in the middle of the road. Gary replied, no.
Henry stated he was reading about driver feedback signs. You set them to stealth mode so it looks like it’s off but
it’s still recording. The advantage of those is we would have real tangible data that we could share with the
neighborhood. It will aid the buying, or not buying, decision. If it works, that is a cool way to show everyone we
practice what we preach.
Vince replied, it’s an interesting concept but how that would work well is if we are able to do that in conjunction
with Summit County Sheriff for enforcement. We already know the data. There was a speed study done. Henry
replied he is referring to the impact of the sign.
Vince recounted how another community he lived moved the speed feedback signs around and asked if Gary is
familiar with that. Gary replied he has seen those on the trailers that the County owns which they post in various
places. He has seen a lot of driver feedback signs. They flash, almost like it’s a police light. It is shown it does
help reduce average speeds.
Chris replied, as long as it’s not too cumbersome, the sign that you have Vince that got ran over, that base is just
three bolts and the base is still over there on the side of Silver Creek Rd. As long as it’s not cumbersome, it can
be moved around on those bases just left wherever. Vince replied in his other community, he believes they put
them on the speed limit signs on the pole with u-bolts. Chris replied he is envisioning two pieces, with the solar
grid and the box for the flashing. The base is just left there.
Vince replied that mobility of the signs may be an inexpensive way and have mobility and can address the phone
calls. If we get a complaint on Westwood Rd, we place it on Westwood Rd for 1-3 weeks. Maybe we get some
feedback so it addresses a multitude of issues. Chris replied it is recording the speeds and the time which allows
us to be more responsive to a regular problem.
Paul replied he likes the idea of mobility. Henry agreed. Paul continued, that would give constant feedback. He
loved the one we had in the neighborhood. That thing is amazing. He would love to see more of those. Those
type of things really make an impact. The less that we have but the more mobile they could be, that is a fantastic
idea. If we could keep the kids from running into them.
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Henry said a quick concrete pour for the base is not an expense. Scott added, if it’s just a few inches you can
drive over it but if it’s 6” or more and a car hits it. Chris added, they shouldn’t be driving 10’ into the shoulder.
Gary continued, regarding typical roadway improvements, to maintain the infrastructure that’s in place today, he
recommended a crack seal on various roads throughout the Service Area. If we can get the cracks sealed up so
the water doesn’t get in there it will help the asphalt last longer and it’s a pretty low cost for the gain.
Gary stated his next recommendation is to move the next segment up similar to what we did on Silver Creek Rd
since that is one of the most heavily traveled roads. Put roto mill in place and add a thick overlay. That $150k is
based on what we did last year. We could scale that down to $100k. Chris is going to be spending a lot of money
fixing potholes in that next segment of the road. Instead of temporary pothole repairs, let’s try to spend the
money where it will last a little longer.
Gary proposed a thin overlay, similar to what was done on the upper part of some of the side roads of Silver
Creek Rd on Crescent Dr N, Crescent Dr S, Redden Rd, Whileaway Rd where last year we were fortunate that
Summit County came in for 2 days and we used their personnel and their equipment. R-2 would be the same
thing; it would be piggy-backing Summit County.
Gary proposed a dollar amount for a dig-out and hotpatch repair of various potholes as they come up. We have
quite a few on Whileaway. The last recommendation is Summit County is preparing to advertise for construction
of Silver Creek Rd to Bitner connector. It’s more just informational. He can show the board the plans. His firm is
helping them with the final design drawings. It’s ongoing right now. They are in ROW acquisition right now. They
anticipate to advertise that in February or March with construction to occur in May.
Vince asked are they using the design Gary shared a while back. Gary replied he has draft of the plan and the
County gave him permission to share it.
Gary stated his firm was hired to provide some design at the intersections and the County was going to do the
remainder of the design. In the last three weeks, due to change in County staffing, they hired Gary’s firm to finish
the design.
Gary showed a image of the draft design. There are four legs to the roundabout. There is one that comes in from
the south, one that heads off to the north and one to the west and there is a one-way entry from the roundabout
to the bus stop. Separated is a relocated mail center and parking on the south side of the lot. We don’t want it
interfering with the bus stop operations. It is a one-way in and a one-way out.
Vince asked, what are the downsides going in and out on the east and the west parking areas. We are going to
have vehicles with trailers and some larger vehicles. If you have 15-20 parents trying to pick up kids at the same
time and they are all trying to egress out of there. Gary replied you want to remove any potential for
auto-to-pedestrian conflict points.
Vince replied, he realized that, but he is afraid of too many cars trying to get out of one exit at the same time. Is
there a way to make it a loop where they are going in one way and out another; back to the roundabout for
example. Gary replied, we could look at that. The problem is that would add a 5th entrance into that roundabout
and it’s already a bit funky because typically it only has 4 legs. Vince replied, this configuration may get ugly.
Gary replied, the entry from the roundabout can hold 3-4 cars before they start backing up into the roundabout
so if you are trying to make it last minute there is a good probability your kid is not going to catch the bus. There
are two exits: Silver Creek Rd and Valley Dr.
Chris stated there is going to be a raised median down the middle of Silver Creek Rd from Valley Dr up to the
roundabout. Gary replied, no, .those are just yellow stripes. There is an update on that. There is another
proposal for a second roundabout behind Bell’s however, it is partially dependent upon nearby development on
the west side.
The plan should consider lighting. You may want to place an entry sign like “welcome to Silver Creek” or a
variable message sign. We want to put the conduit underground and we should identify where they might be
placed. It will cost a whole lot more to add them in later.
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Vince asked, what are the County’s plans to reimburse us for using our land. Gary replied he doesn’t know. They
could be thinking we are going to rebuild this parking lot so that should be a swap on the property. The County
asked us if we had any money to put toward this project and we told them ‘zero’.
Chris asked, have you asked Derrick who is going to do the maintenance of the Civic Center and clearing the
sidewalks and parking. Gary replied he has not had that conversation. Vince stated Derrick said the County
would cover up to Silver Creek. Gary replied up to the roundabout would be maintained by the County. He
offered to relay the need for a meeting with Derrick. Per Derrick, the board would have to pay for lighting the
parking area. Vince offered to host a closed session meeting with Derrick at the December meeting.
Gary stated the current plan for the roundabout is xeriscape with some rocks. There won’t be any trees or
anything like. The County will do the base elements but anything above that would be the Service Area’s
responsibility to pay for.
Gary asked Chris to let him know what the board decides so he can pass it on to the County. Vince asked when
would you like to know. Gary replied, by the next board meeting.
Vince requested staff and board members offer their comments now or soon. Vince wants to focus on speed
calming and trails for the majority of our budget and some on road improvement within reason. We have been
doing quite a bit of road over the last two years.
Chris asked the board to give him their thoughts on the trail crossings and crosswalks. It would be easy to defer
road improvements. Our budget is $180k.
Scott stated he is supportive of raised crosswalks at intersections where appropriate. He thinks the signage could
be delayed until we have more money. We have to do the crack seal. Maintenance is more important than
niceties. Henry asked are the raised crosswalks like what they have in Jeremy. Vince replied, they are red. More
like Trailside.
Vince stated we want to give Chris our priorities for the $180k budgeted. Vince wants to spend $100k-$120k on
traffic calming. Chris replied he has nine crosswalks and we have specified all of the to be raised with lit signs on
both sides of the road. We could do 3 mobile signs and 6 permanent signs. We want to give Gary his marching
orders at the next meeting.
Vince requested the board state their priorities now so Chris can have Gary develop exact costs for each proposal
and bring it to the next meeting. Henry stated he likes the driver feedback signs. There are large data sets
indicating they work long term over the course of two or three years. He feels that is the least intrusive. He is
not against raised crosswalks, but he wants to stress the effectiveness of the signs.
Vince added the raised crosswalks are primarily a visual deterrent. Paul stated he recommends giving Chris $60k
for road maintenance because as soon as they start to deteriorate, we are going to hear about it. We need to do
something about traffic calming. He is unsure we need nine lit crosswalks. Let’s figure out a way to make that
happen. He would love to see the portable things if they can actually collect data. He would support funding one
of those up to $10k. Let’s try to squeeze out as much calming as we can. Let’s be really deliberate about where
we want to slow people down. Henry added a variety of methods would be even more effective.
Vince is supportive of the mobile traffic calming signs with emojis. Chris stated he is very supportive of funding a
sleeve under the new road for power. It’s an important enhancement. We never want to cut the road.
Vince would like to add a couple of trees to the roundabout.
Nathan asked do we have anything in writing from the County that says they are going to pay for a new mail
center as part of the Civic Center re-design as a transit center. Vince replied, we had multiple meetings with the
County where this was stated. It’s on the County’s plans. Nathan replied do we need to have something in
writing saying they are, in fact, going to build. What happens if they knock down the mail center then say their
plans changed? Vince replied that is why he wants to have a meeting with Derrick.
Nathan replied we need to figure out what the contribution of the Service Area will be such as the sleeve and
landscaping. We need to have all of that laid out. Vince added, the Civic Center property belongs to the Service
Area. Nathan replied, we need to have an agreement with them if they are going to do anything to this parcel.
Vince replied, our initial understanding with the County was we are happy to turn this parcel over to the County
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and not pay property taxes on it if they redevelop it. They asked us if we had any money to contribute and we
said ‘no’. Per our Service Area documents, we can’t spend money on a mail house. We can only spend it on
roads and trails. They seemed to understand. They asked how much bigger does the mail center need to be and
we told them at least twice the size minimum as well as function as shelter for inclement weather.
Nathan stated, we need to have some agreement with them because they are using your property. We need to
spell that out as well as how it is going to be maintained. If it is not in writing, it didn’t happen. It doesn’t matter
how many meetings we had or what they promised. Vince replied, he will start that dialog.
Scott asked, why do we have a mail house? Why can’t they take mail directly to our property? Nathan replied,
Silver Creek was originally an HOA. It should probably stay an HOA. This whole project was a private
development. That is why the County didn’t want to maintain it. It was something they didn’t want to deal with.
Henry stated, the post office delivers packages houses in East Creek Ranch.
c.

Earl Street: Chris stated, since the last board meeting, we gave them notice to finish and winterize or get out of
the ROW. They did not complete their project, so they have temporarily put down roto mill and prepared it for
the winter. Ridgeline Construction will be responsible for any repairs and maintenance throughout the winter
within 48-hours of receiving notice from SCSA#3. Henry asked, what level of disrepair generates a request. Chris
replied anything other than the condition the road is in right now. We have received comments from East Creek
Ranch residents. They want us to take the bond and complete the asphalt right away. Nathan added, we don’t
have time to do it before winter sets in. We are going to continue to hold their $300k bond until the project is
complete. We don’t have time to finish the road ourselves.
Chris stated he and Gary are working with Woodside Homes. They still have a bond that SCSA#3 holds and they
are fixing the culverts.

5.

Water (motion/voting):
a.

Well meter status: John stated there are 244 wells in Silver Creek. We are not concerned about the 48 wells in
the lower precinct because they have private water rights. In the upper precinct there are 184 wells (2 are on a
private water right) using SCSA#3’s water rights. 100 of 184 still need a well meter. We have granted 20
extensions to get their well meters installed by next summer. We have 12 that have been installed and are
awaiting inspection. There are about 65 non-respondents.
Nathan stated that means we have to do another letter. There are two approaches here. The first, with the
strongest basis legally, is “you do this or respond, or we are revoking your access to use our water rights”. The
second option is to implement our Conservation Violation process which is a series of four notices. If they
haven’t responded yet, the conservation violation process will not be effective.
Vince stated it is clear the majority have responded, plan to or are in the process. The majority have responded.
The letter should go out January 1, 2022.
Nathan continued, the State is not going to do anything about this. If we revoke our permission to use our water
right and they continue to use it, we could report them for enforcement action. To get their attention, he
suggested, on January 1st we send a letter stating either you respond and work with us or we are going to record
the attached notice on your property saying you no longer have the right to use our water rights and this is a dry
lot. That will effectively make their property worthless. Our goal is to have the property owner engage with us.
The property owner’s right to use our water right is expressly contingent upon metering it and either we are
going to shut them down or the State Engineer will. If we ever get to enforcement action, and the State
Engineers tells the homeowner, “no more pumping”, they are going to knock off those who are not metered. We
need to hear from the property owner by “x” date or we will record a notice on their property.
Chris added we have some violators who are using a million gallons per year which is 3 times their allocation. If
they don’t have a meter, they don’t know what they are using.
Nathan added we have no water data to tell people what to dedicate on these upper lots. That’s why we need it.
One, it’s required under our water rights; two, it’s required by our policies and three, we can’t manage what we
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don’t know. We want everyone’s use data that we can use as a baseline. We are not going to get a response until
they see a copy of the recorded notice on their property saying they now have a dry lot.
Vince suggested our letter state they should respond to us by the 15th. They need to respond with direction to us
to perform the installation or a commitment that they will install the meter by a specific date.
John stated the $10k fee charged to the homeseller has been very effective in getting meters installed.
Nathan stated once recorded, the lot will be dry which will show up in any title search by the title company
during a property transfer. He spoke with the regional State Engineer. We don’t have to change our points of
diversion, but we should give the State Engineer notice that this property owner has not complied with our meter
requirements and they are no longer authorized to divert Service Area water rights until such time as we tell you
otherwise. Until they come back into compliance, please don’t grant any necessary approvals to do anything with
the well such deepen it or fix it at least on the basis of our rights. Some of them have their own water rights.
Nathan stated he will put together a draft letter.
b.

Greenfield arsenic building: Chris stated he has no update.

c.

Silver Bullet replacement tank update: John stated he is working with Nathan to generate a proposal to Park City
Municipal. Nathan stated his partner Craig works with PCM and has reached out to them. Vince stated he will
reach out to Heinrich.
Scott asked will this property purchase and treatment facility require a bond. Chris replied, not for the land
acquisition but for the actual tank replacement. John stated we want to do this next year. Vince replied, as soon
as possible. The Silver Bullet is on its’ last leg. It can either come out of capital or the capital reserve fund or
bond. Infrastructure dollars are cheap.

Scott motioned to close the public meeting and move into closed session which was seconded by Henry and approved
unanimously.
6.

7.

Closed session to discuss the character, professional competence, or physical or mental health of an individual,
pending or reasonably imminent litigation, and/or the sale or purchase of real property pursuant to Utah Code §§
52-4-204 through 205.
Adjournment

Scott motioned to adjourn the public meeting which was seconded by Henry and approved unanimously.
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Summit County Service Area #3
DECEMBER 7, 2021
UNAPPROVED MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
629 E. Parkway Drive, Suite 1,
Park City UT 84098
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Vince Pao-Borjigin, Chair
Suzanne Carpenter, Vice Chair
BOARD Present:
Absent:
STAFF:
CONTRACTOR:
PUBLIC:
ELECTRONIC:
1.

Scott Sharp, Treasurer
Paul Kraus, Clerk

Henry Adams
Larry Elbert

Vince Pao-Borjigin; Scott Sharp; Paul Kraus; Larry Elbert; Suzanne Carpenter; Henry Adams
John O’Brien (General Manager); Eileen Haynes (Assistant Clerk).
Chris Bullock (Roads Master/Water Operator); Nathan Bracken (Legal); Gary Horton (Engineer).
Terri and Rush Bowers (SL-F-349); Ben Arnold (SL-C-141).
Scott Sharp; Paul Kraus; Gary Horton.

Welcome and call meeting to order (motion/voting) at 5:38pm:
a.

Roll call: completed.

b.

Review board meeting minutes of October 18, 2021, and November 16, 2021: November minutes not provided.

Suzanne motioned to approve the October minutes as presented which was seconded by Larry and approved unanimously.
2.
●
●

Public Comment:
Benjamin Arnold: Vince suggested Ben attend the meeting as he is considering apply for the board vacancy.
Terri Bowers: Reviewed issue where a neighbor’s high-water use was transmitting through the Bower’s Beacon
causing the Bowers to be charged high water fees in summer 2021. Although the wiring issue was corrected, the
billing correction appears inaccurate, and she would like that reviewed and amended. She doesn’t understand why
the correction is taking so long and she wants a refund. John stated he has a check prepared in the amount of
$485.11. Terri replied, that is about $180 short.
Vince stated one of the problems with the Service Area system is that we have to wait for the bookkeeper to send us
prepared checks and then John needs two Board signatures on the checks. This causes a delay. Our bookkeeper is
also overwhelmed and is behind schedule.
Terri stated, regarding the road deposit, she has observed many property owners impacting the roads and she is not
sure if they have paid a deposit like she has. Her neighbor has dirt spillage on our roads. Vince replied we are looking
at a regulation update to include fines for tracking road-damaging debris. The County has a policy as well. Regarding
construction permits, for a long time Silver Creek was known as the wild, wild west of Park City. It wasn’t until recently
that we got access to the County’s permitting system so we can track proposed projects. In some ways, we are at the
mercy of the County if a resident took a permit out. We have been more forceful in observing those properties that
are doing work without a permit and following up with the County.

●

Rush Bowers: How did this cross-wiring occur? It doesn’t look like the vault lids are locked. They look easy to open.
Chris replied, the cast iron lid is not locked so the emergency services can access it. Unless you have a camera out
there… Chris has since put a clip on to keep the plug together and can be easily removed. Rush asked if this has ever
happened before. Chris replied, no. Very view of our vaults have two meters in them like the Bowers does. Vince
replied this is something we have to monitor more closely.
Vince continued, Chris is our Roads Manager and Water Operator which are the Service Area’s primary areas of
concern. When it comes to building permits, all we can do is make a phone call. If it impacts our roads or water, we
do have jurisdiction. We have been cleaning up our policies, procedures and staffing the last few years to follow-up
about impacts.
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Nathan replied, we have been working on this for over one and half years. Our challenge is we are not a city, and we
don’t have police power like a city. SCSA#3 leverage to get these fees or to get compliance with our policies comes in if
the County does not issue a permit until applicants consult with the Service Area. Unfortunately, that doesn’t always
happen. We often don’t find out about a project until after it’s already happened. Because we lack police power that
would allow us to enter a property and do the types of things a city could, it makes it hard to enforce the fees that we
impose. We may be reworking our code.
Our legal challenge is we really need to work better with the County. The challenge for the County is that they are
overwhelmed as well. They aren’t intentionally trying to ignore us. Stuff just slips through. In 2019-2020, they
approved 26 ADU’s in the Service Area without letting us know. Once that happens it becomes difficult to enforce
compliance with our service requirements. Most local districts are not the road authority because usually it is a
police-power entity like a city. We can’t issue tickets. We allow the County Sheriff to do that. These are things that
require a lot of collaboration with the Service Area, the Board, the County and the Sheriff’s Office.
Vince stated we are going to start the dialog with the County on potentially having some inter-agency agreement
where we can have some enforcement powers with permitting. Things move a little bit slowly with a limited staffing.
We are in the process of looking for another full-time person in the office and that is proving challenging.
This board and the previous board have been working hard to administratively get things cleaned up. We are
continuing to improve on the past. The previous staff was probably overwhelmed, and things appeared to snowball as
the years progressed. Additionally, this community has grown significantly over the last five years. In the last election,
we had one of the biggest turnouts in our history. He gives kudos to the new board members. They overwhelmingly
won their seats again. If the community distrusted us, they would have voted in all new board members. Henry and
Paul, which is the biggest compliment you can get in a thankless job.
Vince continued, you can bring your concerns to John. He is our day-to-day guy. The board meets once a month. Even
though we are elected, we are a volunteer board. Every now and then we come to the office to help John out or give
direction. Our role is to set the policy and move things forward and let the staff handle the day-to-day operations.
Terri asked who is in charge of speed control on Wasatch Way. Vince replied, the Sheriff’s Department. We don’t have
police powers. We are only responsible for maintenance of the roads. Nathan added, we do have the ability to set the
speed limit, but we can’t enforce them. Vince added we set the speed limits to community norms. There is a gold
standard on how you build a road, how wide it is, where stop signs are, location of speed signs etc. We had a meeting
a few months back when there was a blow-up about speeding. We held a public meeting with the Sheriff’s deputy
who is the head on traffic enforcement. The Sheriff’s department tracks every complaint that comes in and that’s
where they enforce. He stated his records showed, in the last three months, there was one complaint from Silver
Creek. John gets called all the time, Vince gets called all the time. You have to call the Sheriff. Suzanne added, with a
license plate number and a description of the car. Vince continued, even then, they take that as only hearsay because
they can’t cite. They will approach the vehicle owner and have a little chat especially if it’s a teenager. You will notice,
if you call them to complain, a few days later a Sheriff’s vehicle is on our street.
Vince stated, as far as traffic calming, you will be happy to know we are spending the majority of our road budget on
speed calming and trails next year. We have done a lot with road maintenance because many years ago we had a Utah
State University study (LTAP) done by their engineering department where they evaluated our roads. It cost us
hundreds of dollars versus tens of thousands of dollars. They gave us a maintenance plan and identified those roads in
dire need of maintenance, or the road will need to be rebuilt from the ground up which costs millions of dollars. They
advised on how to extend the life of our roads. So that slowly became our master plan. At the time of the LTAP study,
80% of our roads had a life of less than five years. The board has a policy where we won’t respond to social media as a
board member because it just perpetuates problems. One recent post said Silver Creek has millions of dollars in their
budget; we don’t. Our road budget, through taxes and Class B Road funds, is roughly $400k. Keep in mind we have 27
miles of roads. We have more roads than most of our surrounding cities. Will we ever have pristine roads? No.
Previous boards tried to get bonds passed to do all the roads; twice they failed. He is no longer a fan of paved roads.
We have the fiduciary responsibility, with taxpayer dollars, to maintain roads to a certain serviceable level because
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once they degrade, we don’t have millions of dollars to dig it all up and build a 12” base just to put a layer of roto mill
on it. We are addressing drainage issues, culverts etc. which are the root cause for road degradation.
Not too long ago we hired a road engineer who used to be with the County who also lives in Silver Creek. We are
being steered by the LTAP study and Gary Horton, Road Engineer on what there is to address. We do that more than
do what the neighbors want. The advantage of having Gary is that road costs are 30-40% less than if we got our own
bids. Our road requests are piggy backing off of the County Road bids which lets us stretch our road dollars. We also
take advantage of getting free roto mill.
We hear the community and next year we are going to focus the vast majority of our budget on speed calming. It is
not as easy as installing 20 speed bumps around the neighborhood because there are standards regarding how many
speed bumps you can have. Police, fire and ambulances don’t want speed bumps every 200 yards. Police cars can
shoot right over them, but fire and ambulances have to slow down. We are looking for alternatives. We have also had
speed bumps stolen. One neighbor wants it, and the other neighbor doesn’t. At $800 each, it gets expensive. The
community is going to see more effort put into traffic calming. We have to.
Vince continued, we have 27-28 miles of roads we have to maintain. In the last 3-4 years the cost of materials and
labor has probably double or tripled what it used to be. We did a tax increase 2 years ago. It was the first time
property taxes were raised in Silver Creek in 15-18 years. We increased it to the state max. The board has directed
Chris and John to look at our water rates and general fund every two years. You will see small, incremental property
tax increases as opposed to a 40% increase after 15 years.
We raised water rates a few months ago that bridged a $70k deficit that we run every year. There are only 205 homes
on the water system, and they all have to share the cost of running a water system. You turn on your faucet and you
expect clean drinking water but there is a cost to that, especially in the west. We have an aging water system. It is
great shape for the most part. We just need to improve source capacity given the growth in Silver Creek. We have to
replace the Silver Bullet water tank immediately. Our back-up well, Greenfield Well, has a naturally high arsenic level
which is common in the West, but it exceeds EPA standards, so it is only run certain times of the year and it is blended
to reduce the arsenic levels. Our main District Well is undersized for our community so we are in the process of getting
an arsenic filtration system for our Greenfield tank. It will become our primary well. It has 50-75% more capacity than
the current District Well. The District Well, because of its age, needs to be rested. The total dissolved solids
measurement keeps rising. It will end up being our back-up.
3.

Administrative & Financial (motion/voting):
a.

Board training requirements and certificates: John stated a few are expiring soon but all in compliance.

b.

Dashboard review: John reviewed the dashboard noting we have 206 on the culinary system. We are making
progress on the overdue accounts. Last month we showed accounts that were 90-days overdue. John has
contacted them all in writing. Three of the twelve have replied. One is paid off in full. One owes over $1k and is
on a payment plan. John will bring 30-60-90 accounts for board review once per quarter.
Larry asked if the property transfer requests are related to overdue accounts. John replied, no. Vince stated
when he joined the board 6 years ago, our 90-day plus past due was $70k-$80k. Some of that was because we
were not sending out invoices. When we started cleaning up the books, we decided we can’t expect them to pay
for bills they never received. We billed only for the previous two years.
Larry asked do we have an automatic billing system. Suzanne replied, it is optional. Vince replied we have
semi-automatic billing. All the meter counts are automatic. In the past it was hand-read.
Suzanne stated the math isn’t working for her. John replied he is working with the 594-parcel figure provided by
the County. Trying to account for everything within that hasn’t really worked.
Nathan stated the total amount of lots SCSA#3 can serve is 469 with 183 individual wells with approved points of
diversion. The balance equals out to .75-acre-feet for 286 lots.
Vince stated we want to see this chart redone to focus on the lots that we serve so if they already have a private
water right, or it’s a dry lot or it’s served by Mountain Regional.
Vince stated, when Woodside Homes went in with Mountain Regional, all of our water rights associated with that
are ours to distribute. We gained a little bit there. We are close to being where we should be at full build out
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because we did have a haircut on our water rights. One of the things that we implemented, we started putting
money aside to buy water rights if and when they became available.
Nathan added, the Service Area water rights were cut by 22-acre-feet. You are basically breaking even. Aside
from water rights, you also have system and source capacity issues. We can have all the water rights in the world,
but he is unsure if the system and source capacity could bear a whole lot more. On top of that, there are no
more water rights left to buy. The last one sold and dedicated to the Service Area was $60k per-acre-foot on the
same right that we bought for $20k per-acre-foot three years ago. It is the most expensive water he has ever
seen. He doesn’t think there is a single water right for sale right now.
The State Engineer just implemented, within the last two years, a new groundwater management plan that
makes it even harder to move water around Snyderville Basin. We can get all the paper water we want, but we
still have system and source capacity issues. Suzanne added, we can’t use surface water. It has to be
underground water. Nathan stated, you can do rainwater harvesting of 2k gallons, but you have to register.
Vince stated we have some of the most messed up, complicated water system in the state. When the original
developer developed Silver Creek, he bought water rights and shares to cover water for every lot in Silver Creek,
so every lot gets their share of water. We don’t have any more than that. We are not Mountain Regional. We
have a finite amount of water. Because of that, we run into the issue of homes that use a million gallons of water
on an acre-foot water right which is 3-4 times their allowance.
Vince continued, this was not managed well in the past and some records have been lost. We are rebuilding
institutional knowledge. Some people get pissed off at us, but we are trying to make things better. Because it is
our water right, we are responsible for it. We are doing what we have to do to maintain those water rights. If
your lot becomes dry, good luck selling it.
c.

Review and approval of expenditures: John stated the next invoice is for the asphalt patching. Chris added it is
our contribution in conjunction with the County. It is part of the chip seal.

Suzanne motioned to approve the invoice to pay Summit County $50, 852.69 which was seconded by Henry. Approval was
unanimous.
d.

Quarterly newsletter: John stated we plan to send out a newsletter in January and invited the board to
contribute. Vince requested inclusion of rough road and trail plans such as crosswalks. Keep it broad because we
haven’t finalized our plans. Suzanne asked if there is any trail work that we can do before the end of the year.
She thinks there are funds in budget. Chris replied he will look into it. Even if there is snow, we are not going to
cause a fire at this point. If it is workable and not too difficult, we should be able to do it. Suzanne added we
want the higher branches trimmed for horse clearance and lower brush cleared so coyotes don’t have a place to
hide. John requested Chris put something together for the newsletter regarding roads, trails and crosswalks for
2022.
Larry stated he has not made any progress on the Little Library. He has not heard back from the boy scouts. He
intends to develop a sketch of the proposal and seek contributions from Home Depot and the paint store. He
might have a sketch and proposal for the newsletter. Vince offered his workshop. Paul offered materials and
would love to partner with Larry on this project. Suzanne stated her neighbor is always looking for projects and
she will speak to them. John requested Larry’s newsletter article by January 10th.
Vince stated the postal service has 12-18 parcel boxes they are going to give us as long as we pour a slab. The
post mistress is supposed to get us a final count in the next day or so. We need to instruct Chris to install a slab.
It would back up against the current parcel boxes on the east side of the mail center in the parking lot. Chris
added we will move the big boulders out a little bit.
Henry observed, then we tear all this up. Vince responded that he has been spending time with the mail carrier.
She had 200 packages the other day and only 30 parcel boxes to put them in. The postal staff has said that 80%
of their traffic into the main post office is from Silver Creek. We have started a dialogue to expand our postal
boxes. Henry stated his mailbox was broken in to. He doesn’t think he is missing anything. Vince stated the only
people who have jurisdiction are the postal service. We used to own the building, but it was turned over to the
post office. We don’t even have a key. We had to wait until this morning to talk to the postal inspector. We are
not the only ones having mail houses broken into. Henry asked about cameras. Vince replied we will discuss that
in closed session.

e.

2022 budget proposal and 2021 amendments: John stated we are looking at a $546k proposed 2022 budget
which is an increase of $32k over the previous year. Nothing has changed since the November discussion.
Nathan stated give a summary of what was said. You want to go over the Enterprise Fund and the General Fund.
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Here is our proposal; here is how it is different from last year. It has been posted. Offer enough detail so the
public can comment on it. It is insufficient \ to just refer back to a prior meeting.
Scott stated we think we are going to get $7k more in taxes. We think we are getting $25k more in road fee
allocation. We still don’t know the final amounts for this year-to-date and we have to guess what we are getting
for property taxes and road fees. It’s probably why the budget will have to be re-visited. We are assuming $400
more in membership and subscriptions. $200 less in public notices due to less publishing requirements.
Vince suggested we focus on the highlights rather than line-by-line. Scott stated we are rolling money over from
previous years where we believe we will have $10k from this year to go into the annual making it $30k for trail
maintenance next year.
Vince asked, do we need to reflect the last couple of years where we didn’t spend the money in this budget or is
that a separate line item. Nathan replied, that is largely internal. The budget is a goal and that is why we have to
do an amendment each year. Most districts do an amendment because you don’t know what your funding is.
The idea is to lay out what we are going to shoot for next year, but we recognize that, when we get more
information, we might need to make adjustments. We don’t have to hold a budget hearing to make an
amendment but that is why we hold a hearing on the 2021 budget amendment to make these adjustments. The
main thing we want to go over is how much are we spending, how it differed from last year and why.
Scott stated we want a balanced budget, so for roads. $546k is our expected revenue and expenditures where
some of that is transferred in and out of capital outlays. Water has a depreciation. Our rates raised so we will
have $25k more income. We have had a lot of construction; that may slow down. Our payroll is split in half
between funds. We have better ways to get better Pelorus reports.
John stated the proposed 2022 water budget is $304,150.
Suzanne motioned to open the meeting for public comment on the budget which was seconded by Henry. Approval was
unanimous.
Ben Arnold asked why trails were such a large percentage of the road budget. Vince replied since we began
paving roads, speeding has increased. We have to create a safe haven for moms and their strollers, kids on bikes,
runners, equestrian etc. Many years ago, there was a monumental effort by the community who put in volunteer
hours to install the trail infrastructure. We got some grants. Basin Rec put in the Silver Creek connector over to
Bitner. We got so caught up in cleaning up administratively that some of that went to the wayside. We just
year-marked $10k every year to get trail work done. By statute, trails go hand in hand with the roads. The
proposed $30k as opposed to our normal $10k reflects that we haven’t done any trail maintenance to any real
extent in the last 3 years. Plus, we had approved projects in the past that are funded in previous year’s budgets
and that work was never completed. This is a culmination of all of that and catching up so there is a bit more
money put towards it but, in the overall scope of things, it should be bigger.
Ben asked who pays for the street signs. On his road, the house numbers don’t appear in chronological order. It
would be helpful to have a sign that pointed visitors “house 94-65 that way” etc. Vince replied, we are probably
not going to spend money on that. Chris replied on Whileaway we have east and west, and he gets other
people’s groceries to his house. Vince stated the same with Wasatch.
Suzanne stated another reason to address the postponed trail work is the fire hazard in Lewis Park. There is a lot
of dead brush up in there. It appears, in the last year, a lot of the Aspen has been infected by fungus so there is a
fire risk up in there. We worked with a crew a few summers ago to pull some of that fuel out of there. Vince
added, the fire warden’s map shows Lewis Park in the orange/red zone. When the Tollgate fire happened, they
had heavy tankers, light tankers and helicopters on that fire. Part of it is our zip code but part of it is their
planning and as soon as they pull up the map and see red, they hit it hard. Suzanne added, there is a lot of dead
timber in Lewis Park that needs to come out.
Vince stated the trail budget is trails and parks combined. Once we approve this budget, we are going to give
staff direction in January to have the road plan done so it can go out to bid then the board can approve and in
February have the trail plan in place so as soon as the snow melts we can start getting work done as opposed to
waiting until August or September even if we have to hire a third party to help.
Scott stated our budget figures rely on years and years of experience. Vince stated with the snow budget we took
the seven-year average and now budget that every year. We know some years will be more and some years we
will spend less. In less years, that money is carried over into capital expenditures for when we do get dumped on.
Suzanne motioned to move out of public hearing and comment on the budget and back into the board session which was
seconded by Henry and approval unanimously.
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Suzanne motioned to approve the 2022 Budget and formally adopt it in a resolution which was seconded by Henry and
approved unanimously. (This must be submitted to the State Auditor within 30-days per Nathan.)
Nathan stated we could change line items within a column, but if you are moving it to a new column, which is
when we have to do a budget amendment.
Scott stated he has asked the County twice for our projected road income with no response. Nathan replied, it is
not necessarily the income; it’s more that we have expenses. Let’s say you have legal fees budgeted for $20k. If
it wasn’t within the same line item, it would require an amendment. He thought we had made changes like that.
Scott replied, definitely for roads. We transferred money from our capital outlay. Vince stated it’s more what we
originally budgeted went over in one area and needed to transfer from an area that we didn’t spend enough.
That is what we are amending the budget to. At this point, it’s our best guess scenario considering we still have
three weeks left in December, but we have an idea of what was spent. Does that make sense? Nathan replied,
it’s more of what you spent and if you move money from one item to the next.
Nathan stated what you have here is probably sufficient. This does not need to go to the auditor. This needs to
be filed. The budget amendment process is the same as the other one. We propose the amendment. Both of
them were noticed up. You only need to explain what was different. Only when you are moving money from one
column to the next so if you have a trail maintenance column and an office supply column. Chris found
engineering services charge to water. However, Gary’s work is solely roads. There are some line items in here
that are completely wrong, or the expenditures have been put in the bookkeeping so it’s skewing a little bit.
When we look at the water engineering, it is way over budget.
Nathan stated you have to do this by the end of the year. You can approve this subject to these changes and then
make the changes, clean this up and then attach that. Chris added we are going to get a snow removal invoice by
the end of the year. Nathan continued, if we are using stuff from the trails column to pay for office supplies, that
requires a budget amendment. He suggested the board can approve this subject to the direction to clean it up
and then attach that. You don’t necessarily have to see it again as long as you can provide sufficient detail about
what needs to be cleaned-up in here. Suzanne added, the documentation is accurate and that we still maintain a
balanced budget. Nathan added, we have an idea of what is moving from one column to the next, so we just
need to identify what the changes are and then direct staff to make them.
Suzanne stated whatever we don’t spend ends up going into capital outlay so we never go over. We always end
up with extra and then it moves into capital for the next year’s projects. Vince added, part of why the state has
us run through this exercise is to ensure we are not overspending. We should motion that we approve this
amendment based on the spreadsheet that was presented and advise staff to get that cleaned up. The numbers
aren’t going to change. They are just going to move from here to here. Nathan added, for the record we should
go over what is moving from one column to the next that is triggering the need for a budget amendment.
Henry asked is the only one that is wrong office expenses. Suzanne stated your road maintenance is over and
your snow removal is under. Vince replied that is another amendment. Chris added, capital and maintenance
have always gone hand-in-hand. Vince concluded, those are the two amendments: trail funds to office and snow
to road maintenance.
Henry motioned to move into public comment concerning the 2021 amended budget.
Henry motioned to approve the 2021 amended budget with changes for office supplies to be paid out of trail maintenance
and road maintenance to be paid out of snow removal which was seconded by Suzanne and approved unanimously.
Vince stated come January meeting, John will have some recommendations for board approval on an
accounting/bookkeeping firm to help us clean things up. It may be a monthly thing for a while then go to
quarterly, but this way John doesn’t have to recreate the wheel when we can get some expertise in.
Suzanne moved with the amendment to the 2021 budget that we fill in the budget resolution with the information after it
has been trued up and finalized which was seconded by Larry and approved unanimously.
f.

Mailbox break-ins: Vince stated, in one month, our mail house has been broken into 4-5 times. They been
entering through the small parcel boxes, busting out the back panel and crawling in that way. The Sheriff’s office
knows about it. The post office knows about it. Chris has installed blocks so they can’t break through anymore.
The most recent break-in was Sunday night. The Sheriff’s department requests that anyone who has had
packages or mail stolen, to contact them. Postal inspectors will follow up with the Sheriff’s department. The
Sheriff has limited scope because it was personal property that was stolen. The postal inspector, who is the law
enforcement within the postal service, will be the one doing the arrests etc. The reason the Sheriff wants to be
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notified is if they pull over someone and find stolen property in their car. People may not want to be bothered
but they have to. Suzanne agreed; otherwise, the Sheriff doesn’t have anything to work with.
Vince stated residents are giving the mail carrier a hard time. He witnessed kids abusing the mail carrier and had
words with them. She has a tough job.
Suzanne asked is there anything we can do with lighting and cameras. Vince replied the new system is in place.
There is lighting. Chris replaced some of the exterior lighting, but the interior lighting is on. The Sheriff’s
department is flagging our mail house for additional surveillance.
4. Road and Trail (motion/voting):
a. Pothole update: Chris stated we have been filling potholes and doing road repairs on the east side in units A, B
and C. We have updated some street signs on the east side and some speed limit ones as well as some
crosswalks. The temporary signs were set out and have high reflectivity. A couple more are coming. We have
put the breakaway bases in.
b.

5.

Proposed Capital Improvement Projects: Chris we look forward to the January meeting where the board will
discuss our proposed bid items for 2022. Vince requested staff give the board an a la carte menu including the
cost for sidewalk, signs, lighted signs and speed feedback signs. Larry asked, can we put out some feedback signs
that show the miles per hour. Vince replied yes. It’s going to be a “master plan” for speed calming. With the a la
cart menu, staff is going to give their recommendations for different areas. Then the board can pick and choose
how to spend that budget. The whole idea is to have staff give recommendations to the board and the board
gives feedback and approves. He wants to avoid spending hours where the board creates a new plan. If the
board has feedback for John or Chris, give it to them ahead of time. Chris referred board members to the map
Gary provide at the November meeting.

Water (motion/voting):
a.

Well meter status: John stated, we have made progress since the last meeting. We have identified 234 wells in
Silver Creek of which 98 still need a meter. We have granted 20 extensions to early next summer. Suzanne
added, so 78 haven’t responded. John added, or they have a legal issue. There are still a few we need to inspect.
Vince stated it is surprising the number of lower lots that have private wells. In a lot with a private water right, is
there also a Silver Creek water right? Nathan replied, yes. If you look at the plat map, that is the unit map (Unit I
is an exception), every single lot that was platted originally, in A, B and C were given a one-acre-foot of water and
they are all listed as an approved point of diversion under our water rights so we can determine which lots in the
upper section are authorized to divert our rights. There have been changes over the years and there have been
some lots that have been subdivided. When they do that, the new one that has been created is dry so people will
get their own water rights. Some people buy their own water rights in addition to our rights. In the lower lots,
for the most part, all of those lots also got an allotment to hook up to our system. What determines what their
allocation is, is whether they are in the lower or the upper. There are a large number of people in the lower lots
who have their own water rights and did not want to hook up to the system so they may have an allotment as
well as their own water right.
Vince replied that number surprises him. They have their private water right and a Service Area right. Nathan
replied, potentially; most likely, yes. Suzanne stated they are also on a private well.
Vince asked, so how many of those with a water right are also hooked up to our system. He knows of one
connected home that also has a private water right. Nathan we will just have to compare. The reality is we have
people who are connected to our system, which are using the .75-acre-feet but then they want extra irrigation,
so they have gotten their own water right. They have built their own well which they can do. Our policy has
always been, if you want to connect to our system, particularly on the Westwood line, where there is a concern
the the aquifer levels are dropping and those wells would ultimately fail, you could stay on your well as long as
you want but when you connect, if your usage is more than your Service Area allocation, then you are going to
have to dedicate that over to us. We are going to have to review this on a case-by-case basis. He is aware of one
property that wanted to build a massive house with a mother-in-law apartment and an accessory building. We
told them they are going to have to dedicate water, but they decided to build their own well to cover their
outdoor irrigation. That’s fine. As long as they are not using our rights then it’s not our problem. We just have to
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make sure, if it’s an originally platted lot, (minus G) and the lots that were annexed into Westwood, it’s going to
have an allocation from us. That is why we are so tight. If you add all that up, plus the fact that we only have
400-acre-feet of water and add in all the commercial use that we have to service as well. That 400-acre-feet
includes all the water that has been dedicated to the Service Area for commercial use. We are pretty tight. We
have some extra water for overage. When we lost that 22-acre-feet, that was your surplus.
Vince wants to know how many of those lower lots with a well also have a hook-up with us. We are going to
need to know those details. Nathan stated he thinks some people do not want to be hooked up to our system
and like having their own well and he does not think they are using the SCSA#3 water right. When they come to
hook up, if they are using less, they may want to sell their water right. We can’t make that assumption. It was a
smart move years ago to divide the Service Area water rights on a pro-rata basis. As long as we manage for those
limits, we will have always have enough to ensure each lot here has their fair share. If people’s wells start to fail
and they want to hook up and they don’t have to dedicate their right over to us, they could potentially sell it to
some of these other big users.
Vince replied, he knows one lower resident who has a private water right adjacent to our water line and is
thinking they will want to connect to our water system. He told them they could do that, and it would make the
most sense to dedicate their acre-foot to the Service Area which means we end up with 1.75-acre-feet of water.
Nathan replied, we are going to have to accommodate that otherwise we are going to end up in litigation. We
now have enough water to service all of your anticipated obligations and a reasonable amount of buffer in case
there is a shortage, or something gets cut again. An acre-foot and .75-acre-feet of water is a fair allocation. It’s
not the Service Area’s problem to help people find water rights or acquire more water to service something other
that what we provide. The practical reality is, that Macchia Hill right SCSA#3 purchased, and has since been
bought by other people dedicating water to us, that was it in terms of what is being sold. Something else might
come up. That is why the price on that water right went through the roof. Nathan doesn’t think we are going to
see another water right for sale for years.
Suzanne stated she thinks there is surface water with Lewis Park. Nathan replied, he remembers looking at it and
doesn’t think there was, but he doesn’t remember why. You are in an extremely water stressed area. Water
rights are limited and extremely expensive. You are wise to never assume you are going to get more water rights.
Vince stated the .75-acre-foot allotment is distributed over 12 months and allocated 20k gallons per month. We
raised the base rate and began charging overages by the gallon. Over 50% of our users, use less than 20k gallons.
A small percent, maybe 5%, are using up to 30k gallons and those using 30k+ gallons per month are also about
5%. Some of those use in excess of 80k gallons per month. With our water rates, the majority pays for the
majority but then the excessive users are going to pay their fair share. Because the water was originally
dedicated for a single-family home 30-40 years ago, ADU’s are now an additional cost so now they are paying
$149 per month but the allocation and the water fees are the same. We did the reverse with commercial in that
we lowered their water allocation and increased their fees because our primary responsibility is to residential.
Suzanne added, the commercial use was meant to be low water usage.
b.

Greenfield arsenic building: Chris stated HAL is revising for our comments on a larger building. He sent more
data from our continual water testing to ASU. The Division of Drinking Water want us to do another pilot study.
He was able to nix that due to all of the data we provided. We are still on track. Ben sees low interest loans from
the Division of Drinking Water. There is no grant money. Nathan added, forget about getting grant money. It’s
going to be low interest loans which is almost free money.
Suzanne stated we need to plan on the bond and to cover the low interest loan. Nathan stated he has hired
Maria Owens, formerly with the Division of Drinking Water, on retainer with his firm. We are going to work with
her to revise SCSA#3’s drinking water ordinances in January. We are going to take everything we know that is
current and put in the code and we can revisit that. She may be able to provide some insight there. The Service
Area could hire her directly. You are not going to get any grants. There may be some funding elsewhere. There is
a fair amount of discussion regarding rural drinking water systems. They are thinking of some of these
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impoverished communities. His understanding is they want to use funding for one-time stuff that they will never
fund again.
Vince asked if there were any restrictions. He thinks we should look at bonding money now. Nathan replied, it’s
a good time to do that. He suggested, possibly for January’s meeting, he could put the Service Area in touch with
some people who do the bond work. He would be representing the Service Area as our counsel. However, you
probably want outside bond counsel so they can do the bond and Nathan can represent the Service Area. You
probably want to think about that. He is concerned if Congress messes with bond rates. He doesn’t think we are
going to get a bond done between now and the end of the year. Suzanne agreed. We don’t have a project. Vince
added, he wants to get the ball rolling so that we have the bond in place when we are ready to go. He doesn’t
want to be ready to go then hunt for a bond. Nathan added, there are not many that do them. We might want
to think about putting together an RFP. Vince added we want to do Silver Bullet replacement and the arsenic
treatment and if we package that together it is a better story. Let’s put that on January’s agenda.
c.

Silver Bullet replacement tank update: Nathan stated he has prepared a draft letter to address in a closed
session. In the closed session we will be talking about the Silver Bullet replacement tank letter and the deal that
we should consider.
He needs to update the board on some potential litigation. He understands the board wants to talk about
mailboxes. There is a specific item on the open and public meetings act where we are talking about criminal
investigations. He thinks we can cross that and go right to pending and reasonably imminent litigation, sale or
purchase of real property and investigation of criminal activity as the basis for the closed session.

Henry motioned to close the public meeting and move into closed session to discuss the pending or reasonably imminent
litigation and/or sale or purchase of real property or investigation of criminal activity which was seconded by Larry and
approved unanimously.
6.

Closed session to discuss the character, professional competence, or physical or mental health of an individual,
pending or reasonably imminent litigation, and/or the sale or purchase of real property pursuant to Utah Code §§
52-4-204 through 205.

Suzanne motioned for staff to offer to purchase from Park City Municipal the parcel for the water tank at its current
assessed value, including an offer to perform an appraisal if required which was seconded by Henry. Approval was
unanimous.
7.

Adjournment

Suzanne motioned to adjourn the public meeting which was seconded by Vince and approved unanimously.
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Summit County
Service Area #3
629 E Parkway Drive, Suite 1 Park City, UT 84098 · (435) 649-7949

· w w w. s c s a 3 . o r g · gm@scsa3.org

SUMMIT COUNTY SERVICE AREA #3 BOARD OF TRUSTEES IS SEEKING
CANDIDATES FOR IMMEDIATE APPOINTMENT TO FILL A BOARD
VACANCY.
TERM EXPIRES DEC 31, 2023.
Service Area #3 is a special service district providing limited water and road services to
Silver Creek Estates, East Creek Ranches and Greenfield Ranches subdivisions. The
Board meets 1-2 times per month on Tuesday evenings at 5:30pm.
QUALIFICATIONS:
•
•

Registered Voter at your residence within SCSA#3 boundaries.
Resident of upper Silver Creek either Plat A, B or C.

SEND A LETTER OF INTEREST BY JANUARY 14, 2022 TO ACLERK@SCSA3.ORG AND
GM@SCSA3.ORG AND INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•

Telephone number and email address
Physical address
Voter registration status and
Your availability to participate in a January 18, 2022 interview.
All qualified candidates will be interviewed during a Public Board Meeting
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 5:30pm.
Questions? Contact our General Manager (435) 649-7949.

Vince Pao-Borjigin
Chair

Suzanne Carpenter
Vice Chair

Board of Trustees
Paul Kraus
Clerk

Scott Sharp
Treasurer

Henry Adams

Upper Vacancy

Summit County
Service Area #3

1d

629 E. Parkway Drive · Suite 1 · Park City · UT 84098 · (435) 649-7949 · www.scsa3.org · permit@scsa3.org

Board of Trustees meeting
Election of Board Officers
January 18, 2022

3b
SCSA#3 Board training
Special Districts Board Member
Training (once per term)
V. Pao-Borjigin
S. Carpenter
S. Sharp
P. Kraus
H. Adams
L. Elbert
vacant
J. O'Brien

Open and Public Meetings
Act (annual)

Records Officer
training (annual)

January 8, 2018
January 8, 2018
January 12, 2021
November 18, 2020
January 12, 2021
June 28, 2021

April 15, 2021
February 9, 2021
October 26, 2021
October 19, 2021
January 12, 2021
June 28, 2021

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

December 10, 2020

January 12, 2022

February 18, 2021

as of January 13, 2022
due within 90 days
overdue
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Summit County Service Area #3
Performance Dashboard
Cash Summary

Dec 1, 2021
Amount

Jan 14, 2022
Amount

90,024.41
645,487.26
190,612.39
926,124.06

48,391.42
645,426.21
191,012.98
884,830.61

337,970.86

379,737.32

30,119.36

26,410.00

bond
debt res
2010 Bond
2010 Cap

79,212.33
9,475.13
9,475.13
137,910.65
604,163.46

79,378.81
9,495.03
9,495.03
138,200.49
642,716.68

1278

payroll

7,079.93

1,660.40

6893

Mntn Life & Earl St bond

350,009.96

350,012.93

1,537,367.45

1,529,207.69

Fund

Institution

Account

General

Wells Fargo
PTIF
PTIF

2029
850
8712
TOTAL

Wells Fargo

2037

Xpressbillpay

10537

PTIF
PTIF
PTIF
PTIF

851
5944
5945
5946
TOTAL

Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo*

Water

Payroll
Escrow

Description

general
capital reserve

resident water bill
payment method

Grand Total
*Escrow accounts not in grand total

3c2
Connection/Service Summary

Count of Homes/
Lots
Water Rights Required
Subtotals
Assigned Water Rights Overage/ Shortage
Dec 2021 Jan 2022 Dec 2021
Jan 2022 Dec 2021 Jan 2022 Dec 2021 Jan 2022 Dec 2021 Jan 2022
On Culinary system
206
206
154.50
154.50
Vacant lots on culinary system
28
28
21.00
21.00
Unaccounted for
64
64
Wells - private WR
50
50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
0.00
0.00
Wells on SAWR
182
182
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
0.00
0.00
Lots in SA receiving MTN Regional water
64
64
Total
594
594
357.50
357.50
435.25
219.50
219.50
219.50
0.00
0.00
Total parcels within Silver Creek (per tax)
594
594
36.00
36.00
Accounts Receivable Aging (30+ days past)
Construction and Remodeling Summary
Dec 2021
Jan 2022
Dec 2021 Jan 2022
Homes under Construction
7
7
Count
$
Count
$
Additions
Over $5,000
0
0.00
0
0
Completions
$1,000-$4,999
1
1,790.00
2
2,649.56
Ending Balance
$500 to $999
6
4,011.13
6
4,113.10
$100 to $499
32
4,238.74
18
3,913.67
Homes being Remodeled
7
7
$1 to $99
31
2,781.97
1
60.00
Additions
Past Due
70
12,821.84
27
10,736.33
Completions
Ending Balance
as of January 13, 2022
Water Right (WR)
Service Area Water Right (SAWR)

3d1

3d1

3d1

3d2

3d2

3d3

3d3

3d4
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3d6
WOLFF EXCAVATING, INC.

INVOICE

758 W 1500 N
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116

Date

Invoice

1/3/2022

22118-05

Project

Bill To
SUMMIT COUNTY SERVICE AREA #3
7215 N Silver Creek Rd
PARK CITY, UTAH 84098

Quantity

UNIT
8.5 Hour
8.5 Hour

Snow Removal 12/26/21-01/01/22
Truck and Sand 12/30/21

Project

Terms

Snow Removal

Net 30

Description

Rate

12/26/21 W/O 8815 CAT 14 Grader: 8:30am-5:00pm
12/26/21 W/O 8815 Plow Truck W10 with sander:
8:30am-5:00pm
12/26/21 W/O 8815 Plow Truck W11 with sander:
1:30om-5:00pm
12/27/21 W/O 8866 CAT 14 Grader: 6:00am-12:00pm
12/27/21 W/O 8866 Champion Grader: 6:00am-12:00pm
12/27/21 W/O 8866 Plow Truck W10 with sander:
6:00am-12:00pm
12/27/21 W/O 8866 Plow Truck W11 with sander:
9:00am-12:00pm
12/28/21 W/O 8817 CAT 14 Grader: 4:30am-11:00am
12/28/21 W/O 8817 Champion Grader: 4:30am-11:00am
12/28/21 W/O 8817 Plow Truck W10 with sander:
4:30am-11:00am
12/28/21 W/O 8817 Plow Truck W11 with sander:
7:30am-11:00am
12/28/21 W/O 8817 Case 580 Backhoe (loaded sand):
3:30am-4:30am
12/30/21 W/O 8820 CAT 14 Grader: 7:00am-3:00pm
12/30/21 W/O 8820 Plow Truck W11 with sander:
10:00am-3:00pm
12/30/21 Truck Ticket #33308 Dump Truck W2:
1:00pm-4:30pm
12/30/21 Staker Parson Ticket 105120830 Squeegie Sand
12/31/21 W/O 8821 Plow Truck W10 with sander:
3:30am-4:00pm
12/31/21 W/O 8821 Plow Truck W11 with sander:
8:00am-1:00pm
12/31/21 W/O 8821 Champion Grader: 3:30am-1:00pm

3.5 Hour
6 Hour
6 Hour
6 Hour
3 Hour
6.5 Hour
6.5 Hour
6.5 Hour
3.5 Hour
1 Hour
8 Hour
5 Hour
3.5 Hour
13.79 Ton
12.5 Hour
5 Hour
9.5 Hour

Total
Phone #

Fax #

801.531.0274

801.531.0295
Page 1

Amount
199.50
89.25

1,695.75
758.63

89.25

312.38

199.50
189.00
89.25

1,197.00
1,134.00
535.50

89.25

267.75

199.50
189.00
89.25

1,296.75
1,228.50
580.13

89.25

312.38

147.00

147.00

199.50
89.25

1,596.00
446.25

99.75

349.13

7.98
89.25

110.04
1,115.63

89.25

446.25

189.00

1,795.50

3d6
WOLFF EXCAVATING, INC.

INVOICE

758 W 1500 N
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116

Invoice

1/3/2022

22118-05

Project

Bill To
SUMMIT COUNTY SERVICE AREA #3
7215 N Silver Creek Rd
PARK CITY, UTAH 84098

Quantity

Date

UNIT
12.5 Hour
4.5 Hour
4.5 Hour

Snow Removal 12/26/21-01/01/22
Truck and Sand 12/30/21

Project

Terms

Snow Removal

Net 30

Description

Rate

12/31/21 W/O 8821 CAT 14 Grader: 3:30am-4:00pm
01/01/22 W/O 8824 CAT 14 Grader: 12:00pm-4:30om
01/01/22 W/O 8824 Plow Truck W11 with sander:
12:00pm-4:30pm

Total
Phone #

Fax #

801.531.0274

801.531.0295
Page 2

Amount
199.50
199.50
89.25

2,493.75
897.75
401.63

$19,117.70

3d7

3d8

3e1
WINTER 2022

SCSA#3

SNOWPLOWING THE ROW

SNOWPLOWS

It is unlawful for homeowners and their service providers to push snow into or across the RIGHT-OFWAY (ROW) due to the damage to roads and trails by private snowplows (SCC* 7-3-5). Violations will be
documented and may be submitted to Summit County for enforcement action and to recover the cost
of repairs from the property owner.

ALL ROADS WITHIN THE SERVICE AREA
EXCEPT FOR
MEYER, DIVISION AND BEEHIVE.

Furthermore, all snow accumulation on private property must remain on your property or moved with
permission to another property (SCC* 7-3-4). All property owners should communicate this requirement
to their contractors.
To facilitate safe snowplowing and emergency routes, parking is prohibited in the ROW from
November 15 thru April 15th within SCSA#3 (SCC 7-3-3) .
*Summit County Code

Why did the Snowplow cross the road?
Because everybody does it. Not anymore. Your Service Area team will
be summoning Summit County Code Enforcement to issue citations.
Because it is faster. Not when you have to pay the $100 fine and the
cost to repair the road. How many more hours do you have to work to
pay for that?
Because it is easier. Not really. It is a failure of imagination. Imagine
you actually follow the law and lift up your plow. Imagine instructing your snowplow operator that you
expect him to “raise the plow” at the road or he will reimburse you for the fine and the cost to repair the
road.

(PLOWED BY SUMMIT COUNTY)

•

We strive to complete snow plowing by 7am.

•

We leave a layer of snow on the road surface in
order to avoid damaging the road.

•

We monitor and apply sand to icy areas regularly.

•

We advise residents to carry tire chains in
their vehicles during our snowy season.

•

Ensure you have the right vehicle and tires to safely
navigate winter roads to and from your property.
Residents may bring up areas of concern to our
General Manager John O’Brien (435) 649-4979.

Because ‘no one will know’. We know. Your neighbors know—they are taking pictures and sending them to
us!

DO THE RIGHT THING!

RAISE YOUR PLOW!

GENERAL MANAGER’S CORNER
Hello Silver Creek Residents,
Some of the items we’ll be working on in 2022 include plans for a new water
storage tank, trail maintenance, traffic calming measures, and ensuring all
wells have an approved well meter.
Feel free to reach out by phone or by email (435) 649-7949 or
gm@scsa3.org. Also know that we always allot time during our board meetings for Public Comments. Board Meetings are usually the third Tuesday of
each with a 5:30pm start time.
For the next few months, our board will meet via Zoom. An anchor location will not be available.
To receive the meeting link and agenda, please enroll in “NOTIFY ME” on SummitCounty.org
website and choose “SUMMIT COUNTY SERVICE AREA #3”. Agenda and Zoom details are
always posted at the mail house as well.
We are pleased to announce an office reorganization with a full-time Office Manager, welcome
Nenna Festavan! We say goodbye to Eileen Haynes, Assistant Clerk and thank her for her three
plus years of service.
Regards,

John

SNOWMOBILES

are prohibited on all Summit County roads,
road shoulders and trails.

Ensure your snowmobiling family and friends
stay within your property boundaries.
Contact the Summit County Sheriff for enforcement.
(435) 615-3500

SPEEDING

LITTLE FREE LIBRARY
COMING TO OUR CIVIC CENTER MAIL HOUSE

3e1

SLOW DOWN for wildlife, public safety and winter conditions!

With the approval of the Summit County Service Area #3 Board of Trustees, Larry Elbert,
upper resident and newest board member, has proposed to construct and install a “little free
library” in the location depicted below.
A ‘little free library’ is a free book exchange for all ages. It will have an upper area for mature
readers and a lower area for children’s books.
The Silver Creek Little Free Library will be constructed solely with donated materials and volunteers without the use of Service Area funds.

REPORT speeders to the Summit County Sheriff at (435) 615-3600.
Filing a complaint is the only way to get increased police presence.
SCSA#3 is not a police entity but we do manage our roads and signage including speed limits. It is up to the Summit County Sheriff to
enforce speed limits. You can help the police identify habitual speeders with phone apps such as “Speed Gun” for both iphone and Android as well as photos of cars and license plates.

WINTER DRIVING
Make sure you have good all season or winter tires with adequate
tread.
Keep traction devices, sleeping bags, water, snacks and other safety
equipment in your car.
Don’t leave the house without a good charge on your phone.
Give yourself extra time to reach your destination in winter.
Clear your car of snow before driving.
BEST ADVICE:

SLOW DOWN SLOW DOWN SLOW DOWN!

629 Parkway Drive Park City, UT 84098

«Owner»
«Address»
«City». «ST»
«Zip»

SUMMIT COUNTY SERVICE AREA #3 BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BOARD
VACANCY

Larry Elbert
larrye@scsa3.org

Scott Sharp
Treasurer

scott@scsa3.org

Vince Pao-Borjigin
Chair
vince@scsa3.org

Suzanne Carpenter
Vice Chair
suzanne@scsa3.org

Paul kraus
Clerk

paul@scsa3.org

Henry Adams
henry@scsa3.org

DON’T WAIT FOR YOUR WATER BILL TO LEARN
YOU HAVE A WATER LEAK.

FOR YOUR WATER BILL
Set up an automatic payment through Xpressbillpay.com and you can rest easy knowing
you will be informed of excessive charges based on the parameters you specify.

It is free for our customers.
Enroll at xpressbillpay.com with your water account number and zip code.
Use it to pay your water bill on occasion or automatically with a
Mastercard, Visa or e-check.

Change from a paper bill to an e-bill at gm@scsa3.org. Please
provide your name, property address, email and phone number.

SCSA#3 offers you direct access to
your water usage data. We have
installed BEACON® on water meters for homes connected to the
water system as well as many well
meters.
EyeOnWater technology enables
customers to understand their water use through consumption graphs and alerts to
better manage water usage. Most importantly, these alerts can advise you of a
water leak that could add hundreds if not thousands of dollars to your water bill or
leaks in areas that you can’t see potentially damaging your home or property.
Download EyeOnWater – Making Water Visible to your smart phones from the app
store or at eyeonwater.com. Enroll with your account number, zip code and email
address or phone number.
Consistent EyeOnWater users may also receive a higher percentage of water relief in
the event of a leak according to a recent policy change.

5a
Well data, SCSA#3
Number of wells on upper
Number of wells on upper with a meter
Number of wells on upper needing a meter
Number of wells on upper using SCSA#3 WR with a beacon
Number of wells on upper needing a beacon
Number of wells on upper with a private water right
Number of wells on upper using SCSA#3 water rights
Number of wells on upper not connected

18-Aug-21
188
64
122
25
161
1
187
1

13-Jan-22
184
83
98
33
154
2
182
1 (included in total wells on upper)

Number of wells on lower
Number of wells on lower with a meter
Number of wells on lower with a beacon
Number of wells on lower with a private water right
Number of wells on lower using SCSA#3 water rights

50
4
2
35
7

48
6
3
48
0

District Well
Greenfield Well

1
1

1
1

Number of extensions granted

5

20

Total # of wells in Silver Creek

240

234

Summit County
Service Area #3
629 E. Parkway Drive · Suite 1 · Park City · UT 84098 · (435) 649-7949 · www.scsa3.org · permit@scsa3.org

Board of Trustees meeting
January 18, 2022

Summit County
Service Area #3
629 E. Parkway Drive · Suite 1 · Park City · UT 84098 · (435) 649-7949 · www.scsa3.org · permit@scsa3.org

Board of Trustees meeting
Closed Session
January 18, 2022

